33 Retinotopic organization is a fundamental organizational feature of visual cortex thought to 34 play a vital role in encoding spatial location. One important aspect of normal retinotopic 35 organization is the contralateral representation of the right and left hemifields in visual cortex.
with albinism to fit each voxel's rotating wedge timecourse in V1-V3 with both single and dual 46 pRF models. We find that most subjects with albinism (but not controls) have sizable clusters 47 of voxels with convincing dual pRFs often corresponding to regions of R-L hemifield overlap.
48
However, not all dual pRFs were mirror symmetrical across the vertical meridian. These 49 asymmetric dual pRFs are not predicted by currently accepted models and suggest that 50 retinocortical miswiring in albinism may be more complicated and heterogenous than 51 previously appreciated. maps is to study pathological cases in which normal retinotopy is disrupted.
79
Albinism is a well-known genetic syndrome characterized by disrupted melanin synthesis 80 causing hypopigmentation of the eyes, and often the skin and hair. However, albinism is also 
84
This results in superimposed retinotopic maps of significant portions of opposite hemifields 85 within each hemisphere of occipital visual cortex. In healthy, control subjects, each hemisphere 86 contains superimposed maps of the same contralateral hemifield from each eye (Horton and 87 Hoyt, 1991). Thus, the pattern of miswiring in albinism represents a major disruption of normal 88 retinotopic organization.
89
Previous fMRI mapping studies in albinism suggest that the right and left hemifield 90 representations are superimposed in a precise manner such that each voxel responds to two 91 regions at roughly mirror image locations across the vertical meridian (Hoffmann et al., 2003) .
92
This pattern is generally consistent with the "true albino" pattern of hemifield superposition 93 previously described in albino primates in which ocular dominance columns are supplanted by 94 hemifield dominance columns (Guillery et al., 1984; Hoffmann and Dumoulin, 2015) . This but has yet to be confirmed in albinism (Olman et al., 2018 representations in subjects with albinism with retinotopy that ranges from nearly normal to 108 highly aberrant, thus suggesting that pRF properties in albinism might also vary considerably.
109
In this study, we used traditional fMRI retinotopic mapping in combination with population 110 receptive field modeling of voxels in V1-V3 of subjects with genetically-confirmed albinism. We 111 tested the hypothesis that cortical retinotopic organization in albinism is aberrant and that this 112 is associated with voxels in visual cortex having bilateral (dual) pRFs. Our results show that 113 dual pRFs are indeed present in subjects with albinism but that they are uniquely asymmetric 
Materials and Methods

121
Subjects
122
Six subjects with albinism (4 females, 2 males; aged 15-31 years) with minimal nystagmus and 123 five subjects with no prior ocular or cortical pathology (2 females, 3 males; aged 20-25 years)
124
were recruited for this experiment. One subject with albinism was excluded from further 125 analysis due to significant motion artifacts in the fMRI data (male, age 15 years), one control 126 subject was excluded due to poor alertness during fMRI. Genetic information and 127 demographics for each albinism subject are listed in Table 1 presented on a uniform gray background. All subjects were instructed to continually fixate a 149 marker at the center of the screen. To enhance stable fixation, thin, black radial lines extending 150 from fixation to the edge of the display were present continuously in all tasks.
151
To avoid collecting largely redundant MRI data, for our control subjects the retinotopic 152 mapping data were obtained using slightly different experimental protocols for the controls and 153 subjects with albinism. Due to the temporal phase mapping methods used in this study, repetitions of the expanding ring and rotating wedge were interleaved. After each fMRI run, the 177 subject was asked to rate their alertness on a scale from 1-5 (1 being asleep and 5 being fully 178 awake). This measure was intended to control for subjects' alertness which can affect the 179 quality of data and potentially can be used as an exclusion criterion. One control subject was 180 excluded due to poor alertness. All fMRI data were analyzed using the AFNI/SUMA package (version: AFNI_18.0.22) (Cox, 201 1996). Surface models were produced from the high resolution SPGR images using Freesurfer alignment. Volumes from all individual runs in an interleaved block were registered to the 209 middle volume of the first run in the block using AFNI 3dVolreg. Individual runs for each 210 functional task were averaged using AFNI 3dMean to produce average time courses. The 211 before and after periods were removed using AFNI 3dcalc.
212
For subjects with albinism, we attempted to minimize bias in the alignment of functional 213 scans from either of the two sessions to the reference anatomy by using a modified version of 214 the align_across_days.csh script available on the AFNI and NIfTI server
215
(https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/sscc/staff/glend/align_html/alignacross2sessions.html). In this script,
216
the reference SPGR anatomical images from both sessions were skull-stripped using AFNI 217 3dSkullStrip, aligned using AFNI align_epi_anat.py script, and averaged using AFNI 3dMean
218
to create an average reference anatomy for the two sessions. All individual and average 219 functional runs were then aligned to these average reference anatomies using the 220 align_epi_anat.py script. For control subjects, all data were acquired in a single session, so the 221 creation of an average reference anatomy was not necessary. The alignment of functional runs 222 for control subjects was otherwise identical to subjects with albinism. performed on both unsmoothed data and on data that were spatially smoothed with a 3.75 mm 234 spherical kernel using AFNI 3dLocalstat. The smoothed full field retinotopy data were only 235 used for the purposes of visual area ROI mapping.
237
Visual Area Mapping
238
The correlation analysis described above was performed on the smoothed full field phase 239 encoded retinotopy data, and the results were projected onto cortical surface models in 240 AFNI/SUMA. These phase encoded polar angle and eccentricity maps were used to identify 241 and map visual areas V1-V3 in both albinism subjects and controls using criteria previously were then transformed back to the volumetric domain using AFNI's 3dSurf2Vol. in that subject's hemifield overlap ROI. Voxels which responded to only a single hemifield were 255 included in that subject's non-overlap ROI. (RSS) between this predicted response and the empirical fMRI waveform was then computed.
14
The RSS error signal then drove an iterative optimization of the location, standard deviation, For all dual pRF voxels in albinism, the degree to which the dual pRFs were symmetric across subject, which should be at the occipital pole, was reduced relative to our control subjects, as typically are associated with the middle of V1 and the V2/V3 borders (blue in Fig 1C) .
363
The extent of hemifield overlap is quantified in Fig 1D for to the same stimulus with the more typical 5 peaks (Fig 2A right) for the albinism group was also evident in each individual subject.
406
Incidence of Dual pRF Voxels in V1-V3 in Albinism Relative to Controls
407
Voxels meeting our dual pRF criteria were observed in V1, V2, and V3. control groups is summarized in Fig 3B for V1 , V2, and V3 separately as well as combined.
414
Albinism subjects had significantly higher incidence of dual pRF voxels than controls in every with albinism comprised over 10% of responding voxels in V1 to less than 4% in V2. In 418 contrast, the overall incidence of dual pRFs in control subjects was less than 1%. 
428
However in V2 and V3, the majority of hemifield overlap bands failed to meet the dual pRF 429 criteria in this subject.
430
To quantify the correspondence between the dual pRF clusters and HF overlap zones, in 
Dual pRF Symmetry
442
The discovery of voxels meeting our dual pRF criteria which were outside of hemifield 
470
Finally, to assess the visual field distributions of dual pRFs for subjects 3 and 5, we plotted 471 pRF schematic profiles (Fig 6) for 25 voxels from each subject onto a map of the central 20
472
degrees of the visual field (Fig 6) . These voxels represented those dual pRFs having the 
Discussion
487
In this study, we examined the functional organization of visual cortex in albinism subjects with observed in subject 1; however, despite excellent overall signal quality in subject 4, we could 500 find very few dual pRF voxels. It is notable that subject 4 is also the subject with the lowest 501 percent hemifield overlap (Fig 1C) .
502
Significantly, the symmetry of dual pRFs in subjects 2, 3 and 5 varied substantially by 503 subject with subjects 2 and 5's dual pRFs being mostly mirror-symmetrical across the vertical Fig 1) numerous voxels with asymmetric dual pRFs (Fig 5A-B) . Indeed for some subjects, the 
What do Dual pRF Asymmetries Tell us About Retinocortical Miswiring in Albinism?
567
The asymmetric dual pRFs modeled in this study suggest that in addition to misrouting of the 568 temporal retinal afferents to the improper cortical hemisphere there is also miswiring of 569 afferents to improper retinotopic locations within a given hemisphere, at least in some subjects 570 with albinism.
571
Consider the dual pRF topography of subject 3 (Fig 5B) . we would expect to observe comparable numbers of dual pRFs in our control subjects for 591 whom the incidence was virtually zero.
592
Another concern is that our asymmetric dual pRFs might arise from improper calibration of 593 the raw temporal phase delay values that encode the polar angle coordinate of pRF location.
594
One factor that could affect this is the sluggishness of the BOLD hemodynamic response detailed study of dual pRFs in each subject and create a visual field map (Fig 6) clusters; however, the magnitude of the difference was very small (1%). 
